Distributed Work
Environments Are
the New Reality
To cope, organizations need a single,
automation-based solution for managing
IT resources. That’s CHEFDESKTOP
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Remote work is rapidly becoming the new reality.
Nearly half of American employees, 48%, will
likely work remotely part-time post-COVID-19.1
Lessons learned from Agile and DevOps
practices applied to IT resource management
enable new levels of efficiency, scale, and risk
management.
Businesses are swiftly adapting to this new
distributed work environment. IT resource
teams that support and manage very large
fleets of remotely distributed desktops, laptops,
and kiosks need to be equipped to handle this
transformative change.
However, implementing procedural changes
across the enterprise presents major challenges.
The challenge presented by these changes can
be seen in one survey where almost 36% of
organizations experienced a rise in the volume
of cybersecurity vulnerabilities resulting from an

increase of remote workers.2 The deployment
and management of the growing number of
remote workstations at scale, confronting
major issues affecting security and maintaining
compliance visibility of the IT resources need to
be addressed in a dynamic way across internal
systems that govern your desktop and laptop
fleet.
With more devices than ever to manage,
supporting teams need a quick way to identify
high-risk devices, limit access by role, and reduce
the risk of unauthorized access.
Additionally, IT resources teams may want an
easier path to establishing processes and tooling
for maintaining the burgeoning inventory of
laptops and desktops. Above all, organizations
are looking for comprehensive, enterprisewide visibility to meet these challenges with
confidence.

1

9 Future of Work Trends Post-COVID-19, Gartner, June 8, 2020

2

The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Remote Work, IT Spending, and Future Tech Strategies, ESG, 2020
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By adopting a single, automation-based
solution for the management of IT
resources, the reliance on time-consuming,
repetitive, and costly manual processes
that affect productivity and compliance will
become a thing of the past.
To serve a growing workforce wherever
they’re located, organizations will need to
be able scale the delivery, maintenance,
security and compliance of all devices
reliably, quickly, and safely.
Learn how you can make this happen.
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A Coded Enterprise automates the configuration
of complex or disparate systems/devices in a
scalable manner; defines security and compliance
policies as human-readable code, and efficiently
packages and distributes applications into
heterogeneous environments.
Chef helps companies become Coded
Enterprises that become high performing
organizations that have learned how to apply
code to automate the secure delivery of
infrastructure and applications.
Coded Enterprises are leaders in their industries,
serve their customers well, and are positioned for
the future. They innovate and move with velocity,
they maintain security and compliance at scale,
and they apply repeatable patterns to deliver
applications to their systems.

Coded Enterprise Infrastructure
Streamline infrastructure resource configuration
• Deliver infrastructure changes into production reliably, safely, and
repeatedly
• Make configuration policies flexible, version-controlled, testable, and
human-readable
• Reduce and automatically correct configuration drifts
• Apply updates dynamically to make conditional changes based on
the hardware running in the environment
Compliance as Code
Maintain continuous compliance
• Test for security compliance against defined corporate or regulatory
policies

“We use compliance as code as a vehicle
to unite all of our stakeholders. With it,
you can articulate your security posture
and, more importantly, produce a
versionable artifact that represents that
posture… Scaling beyond humans with
compliance-as-code saves you and your
system owners time, but auditors should
also understand the time savings they
are going to gain.”
Kyle Harper
Lead Engineering Manager
Cerner

• Quickly assess exposure level and determine areas of focus for
remediation at scale
• Efficiently audit current and desired compliance state.
• Quickly write and publish rules

The Coded Enterprise can

Application Delivery as Code

• Ship products 5x faster

Easily meet enterprise needs
• Ease the burden of managing every application over its lifecycle
• Provide consistency and scalability to deliver secure coded artifacts
• Deliver application changes into production using pipeline tools you
already use reliably, safely, and repeatedly

• Increase revenue by 23%
• Increase profits by 30%
• Increase market cap by 100%

• Automate consistent deployment for all applications and
environments
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The rapid growth of digital business, remote work, and cloud and hybrid
IT adoption is making the need for automation more urgent than ever.
Organizations can promote productivity and reduce security risk by
controlling and monitoring their large IT resource fleet through automation.
Chef Desktop enables organizations to apply a consistent approach to
automate the deployment, management, and continuous compliance to
their IT resources like laptops, desktops, and kiosk workstations from a
centralized location. Gain visibility into the health of your entire fleet from
a single pane of glass on a range of operating systems (macOS, Windows,
Linux).
Chef Desktop provides IT resource managers with the ability to:
• Apply consistent, flexible policy-driven configuration to their entire fleet
• Eliminate time-consuming manual processes, and reduce costs
• Maintain visibility into fleet-wide status and compliance
• Audit and remediate against industry standards (CIS/DISA-STIGs)
• Gain deep visibility into their desktop fleet from a comprehensive
dashboard
• Enhance efficiency and productivity with automation and time-saving
processes
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Chef Desktop

Other solutions

Visibility and management of multiple OS

Limited to OS specific devices or multiple tools

Chef Desktop use cases

devices (Windows, macOS and Linux
Everything runs as code, allowing for change

Poor automation capabilities

control and streamlined automation
Easily extensible with third-party apps and

Less flexible tools that cannot be fine-tuned easily

Zero-touch enrollment
& provisioning

Automated software
deployment & management

Provision and enroll laptops
without needing manual
configuration

Deploy, manage and scale
changes to the entire
desktop/laptop fleet

custom tooling
Modern automation practices that can be easily

Manual processed or relies on scripts that cannot

audited

be easily audited

Efficient & tunable
policy setting

Centralized
visibility

Compliance state of entire fleet can be measured

Rely on separate tools to assess and manage

and remediated without writing any code

compliance

Automatically implement
config policies and fine tune
for special cases

Consolidated singlepane dashboard across
platforms

Every change made is logged and fully auditable

Limited visibility and traceability into actual

across all devices

changes made
Easy application
rollout

Auditability &
traceability

Controlled, automated
rollout of software
updates

Transparency of known
state of fleet for easy
audit and traceability of
changes
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Realize the benefits of automating the management of your desktop/laptop fleet
Take control of IT
resources management

What makes Chef Desktop
different?

Modernize IT resource
management

Automate and control for
better management

Drive efficiency and visibility
across the organization

Automate and control management

Drive efficiency and visibility

Maintain continuous compliance

Maintain compliance and
reduce security risk

• Enable faster time to productivity for
employees

• Reduce tickets and mean time to repair

• Immediate assessment of entire
fleet compliance

Customers using Chef
Desktop to manage desktops
Chef offers automated
desktop management
and compliance

• Reduce employee downtime
• Streamline system update processes to
minimize repetitive work

MEETING THE NEW REALITY WITH CHEF DESKTOP

• Centralize visibility of device state
• Automate configuration tasks

• Allow for rapid vulnerability
remediation

• Manage multiple platforms with a
single tool

• Monitor for continuous compliance
• Enable all changes to be auditable
in code
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Chef Desktop empowers IT resource teams to automate the management of their
desktop and laptop fleet ensuring compliance standards are met.
Take control of your enterprise-wide desktop
and laptop fleet and continuously monitor for
compliance by automating the management in
an all-in-one solution with Chef Desktop.
This customizable, extensible solution eliminates
manual processes and helps you meet your
organization’s unique needs at velocity from a
single location.

Maintain compliance and
reduce security risk

Customers using Chef
Desktop to manage desktops
Chef offers automated
desktop management
and compliance

• Reduce time-consuming manual
processes
• Remove incidences of human error from
critical changes
• Enforce change-control process at
velocity for deploying and managing the
fleet from a centralized location
• Runs on one code base and one tool that
fits every platform (Windows, macOS,
Linux)
• Integrates with other tools: automated
CMDB population or ticket generation in
ServiceNow and Slack notifications
• Enable a customizable, extensible solution
to eliminate manual processes
• Reduce time spent testing and releasing
configuration changes
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Chef Desktop enhances the efficacy and productivity of your IT resources team.
Take control of IT
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Customers using Chef
Desktop to manage desktops

Automate tasks, eliminate time-consuming
manual processes, and reduce costs for
managing any large fleet of desktops and
laptops.
The Chef Desktop management dashboard
enables IT resource managers to maintain
continuous visibility into the configuration status,
drill down into different views, pre-group like
information, check on IT resource usage, current
status or any error, and correct any necessary
configuration drift.
Chef Desktop scales your engineers to manage
more workstations with less effort.

Chef offers automated
desktop management
and compliance
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• Reduce time to deliver change: avoid
rework with automated testing
• Reduce internal IT workload by
minimizing configuration issues
• Skip the IT Service desk completely
by enabling zero-touch for new device
deployment
• Enable cross-platform visibility and
management
• Reduce helpdesk Mean Time to Repair
(MTTR) by providing fleet health
dashboard
• Provide traceability to discover who
did what and when by easily reviewing
changes

/ DRIVE EFFICIENCY AND VISIBILITY ACROSS THE ORGANIZATION
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Chef Desktop provides consistent and continuous compliance monitoring of a large
fleet of desktops, laptops, and kiosks.
To reduce risks that naturally arise from
distributed, heterogeneous IT resource fleets,
Chef Desktop enables continuous compliance
auditing against Center for Internet Security (CIS)
benchmarks that can be tuned to enterprise- or
role-specific needs.
Changes made to a single IT resource or the
entire fleet can be audited in code and easily
tracked and reported on. This allows for the
consistent enforcement of security and company
policies with extensibility for compliance support.
Additionally, Chef Desktop allows for rapid
vulnerability remediation of configuration drifts
at scale.

• Continuously detect security or
compliance issues and deviations across
large, distributed fleets and allow for
automatic remediation
• Auto-correct with self-healing
• Get consistent and continuous
compliance monitoring of the large fleet
• Enable easy combination of industry
standard audit profiles and unique
company security policies
• Use pre-defined Chef Premium Content
or customize for your specific company
needs
• Can be flexibly deployed to address
unique needs such as air-gapped
environments
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better management

Uber1

Chef2

Facebook2

Slack2

Chef Desktop allows
Uber to deploy
configuration
changes continually
to three different
operating systems.

Chef uses its own
Chef Desktop
product to manage
laptop configuration
and compliance to
increase developer
and employee
productivity.

Chef Desktop
allows Facebook to
configure laptops
and desktops
according to
specific needs of
employees.

Chef Desktop
enables Slack
to maintain a
desired secure and
compliant state
for all laptops and
desktops.

Drive efficiency and visibility
across the organization

Maintain compliance and
reduce security risk

Customers using Chef
Desktop to manage desktops
Chef offers automated
desktop management
and compliance

1
2

ChefConf 2020 Keynote Session: Enabling the Coded Enterprise (Video mark 16:37)
ChefConf 2018 Session: Using Chef and InSpec to Securely Manage Endpoints Chef
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Chef Desktop provides a set of capabilities that allows
IT teams to automate the deployment, management,
and ongoing compliance of any IT resources like
laptops, desktops, and kiosk workstations, from a
centralized location on a range of operating systems.

Chef Desktop is offered in two versions:

About Chef

Chef Desktop Management: Automate the

Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) provides the best products

configuration, management of macOS, Windows and

to develop, deploy and manage high-impact business

Linux IT resources from a single tool.

applications. Acquired in October 2020, Chef extends
Progress offerings in DevOps and DevSecOps, with

By automating the management process, IT resource

Chef Desktop Compliance: Consistently enforce

managers will gain the flexibility to maintain an

security and company policies allowing to

extensive set of variables for setting up and managing

automatically monitor, detect variations and

laptops.

automatically correct your IT resource fleet.

Chef Desktop is the only IT resource configuration

For more information on Chef Desktop, please visit

you configure, deploy and scale those apps, and make

automation tool of its kind that enables organizations

https://www.chef.io/products/chef-desktop/

your critical data and content more accessible and

market-leading, modern infrastructure , compliance,
and application automation. With Progress, you can
accelerate the creation and delivery of strategic
business applications, automate the process by which

to apply a consistent approach to automate the

secure—leading to competitive differentiation and

configuration, management, and secure maintenance

business success. Over 1,700 independent software

for the continuous compliance against CIS (Center

vendors, 100,000+ enterprise customers, and a three-

for Internet Security) benchmarks of a large fleet of

million-strong developer community rely on Progress

IT resources from a centralized location on a range of

to power their applications. Learn about Progress at

operating systems (MacOS, Windows, Linux).

www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
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